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ABsrRACT
The R-meter is an instrument which gives a direct reading of
the variance of the velocity distribution of the scatterers within
a radar sampled volume and may thereby provide a method for estimating
the magnitude of the turbulence within a storm.
In this study, R-meter measurements were made, utilizing a
10 cm. radar, through fourteen convective storms during the summer
of 1964. The measurements yieldedrms gust velocities up to 6 m/s€c
which is the maximum the instrumentation can measure. However,
most values remained well below this peak indicating that 6 m/sec is
near the highest rms gust velocity to occur in convective storms.
R-meter readings were noted to increase systematically with
storm intensities as deduced from measured reflectivities. Highest
R-meter readings occurred most frequently at the higher measured ele-
vations.
A model of the basic'cell circulation in a single-celled storm
was constructed on the assumption that the broad three degree radar
beam utilized could detect relative horizontal motion induced by tilted
updrafts and downdrafts. The proposed" model is similar in structure
to Ludlam's model. Turbulent eddies at the interfaces of updrafts and
downdrafts were deduced to be the primary source Of the higher R-meter
readings recorded.
The small sample of data used precluded any firm conclusions."
However, the results were encouraging enough to warrant further studies
into the use of" the R-meter as an instrument for measuring turbulence
in convective storms.
Thesis Supervisor: Pauline M. Austin
Title: Senior Research Associate
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I. INTRQOOcr ION
Fluctuations in a weather radar signal are caused by relative·
motions of precipitation particles wi thin the radar sampled voLume ,
These relative motions can be caused by gustiness, wind shear or sedi-
mentation through the volume and only those components of motion parallel
to the radar beam can be detected. The fluctuations in the radar sig-
nal reveal information about the wind field in the sampled volume if the
precipitation particles are assumed to act as reliable tracers of the
wind motion.
Hilst (1949) shows that the relative velocity, 'US parallel to
the radar beam, of two scatterers separated by less than half the pUlse
length is given in terms of the wave length of the radar signal, ;L It
and interference frequency, ~ t by
(1)
A pUlsed radar, however, can measure unambiguously only those frequencies
equal to or less than one-half the ~ulse repetition frequency (PRF) of
the radar (Rogers, 1955).
If=the discussion is extended to a whole POPUlation of shuffling
precipitation particles, there is now not just the one frequency re-
turned but a spectrum, the shape of which is determined by the amount
of power· returned for each detected relative velocity. The sprectrum
itself, however, is not the probability distribution of relative velo-
cities. Fleisher (1953) has shown rigorously that the correct velocity
distribution is obtained by transforming the power spectrum to the time
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domain through use of the Fourier integral
~2('t) = fh:w)e LtPt-' de»
-eb
where c;r2(t') is the autocorrelation of power, Few) is the power
spectrum, and UJ is the angular frequency.
The function ~ ('l") (:= Viet)) is tranformed back to the frequency
domain by the Fourier transform,
oC>
few) ::. frr f e-Lw't ~t(t) d '(V
-0()
where f(w) may be converted from angular frequency to cycles per se-
cond and then through equation (1) directly to the desired velocity
distribution.
Stone and Fleisher (1956) used the above approach and with the
aid of a computer derived several gust velocity distributions from
weather noise data. They assumed negligible wind shear effects since
a beam width of only 500 feet was used in the measurements. This tech-
nique required that the target characteristics remain unaltered during
an observation. They therefore applied the_condition that the average
value of the returned signal remain constant during measurement with
the re~ult that only relatively short records were attainable. Conse-
quent1y, conclusions about time series of assumed infinite duration
had to be made after just a few moment's scrutiny. Their reSUlts were
therefore hard·to obtain ahd subject to great error.
A measurement of gustiness, or at least of signal fluctuations,
can be made much more quickly with an instrument called too R-meter.
The R-meter, described by Rutkowski and Fleisher (1955), simply measures
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the number of time§ the signal crosses a selected level, usually
chosen as the average signal amplitude. They show that the number
of crossings is directly proportional to the variances of gustiness,
wind shear, and sedimentation within the radar sampled volume. Al-
though the R-meter makes a quick direct measurement, it gives only
tiEvariance, not the entire velocity distribution.
Some analyses of R-meter measurements have been made. Rogers
(1957) describes the uses and operation of the R-meter and presents
some results from measurements made in widespread rain or snow. He
tried to measure gustiness by subtracting out the wind shear contri-
b~tion through comparison with radiosonde data. He discusses also
the performance of the instrument and its limits of accuracy. Stackpole
(1959) extended the studies of Fleisher (1957) on the variation in
time of the intensity of turbulence at a particular location. He used
long records of R-meter data taken in uniform precipitation of a warm
or occluded frontal nature. He assumed that wind shear contributed
average values to the readings and variations were caused by turbulent
eddies passing through the stationary sampled volume. From spectrum
analyses of the data, he draws some conclusions as to the turbUlence
structure of the atmosphere. Since the techniques Rogers and Stackpole
used required either observing over relatively large areas or for
long times, they were largely restricted to observations in stratiform
precipitation.- They both used the AN/CPS-9 radar in their studies
with the R-meter.
This study proposes to make R-meter measurements through con-
vective storms in an attempt to determine the distribution and intensity
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of turbulence within the storms. Environmental wind shear is assumed
to affect only slightly the motion of particles within the storm.
This assumption is supported by the vertical appearance of convective
storm cores in RHI photos. and by the absence of.a bright band which
indicates that vertical motions prevent the uniform falling out of hydro-
meteors. Effects of sedimentation are also neglected since measure-
ments are made at elevations less than ten degrees. Simultaneous mea-
surements of signal intensity are also made to determine whether any
relationship exists between intensity of turbulence and amount of liqUid
water or hail in the storm.
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II• INSTRUMENTAT ION
A. Radar:
The SCR-6l5B weather radar located at Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (42022'N, 7lo06'W) was used for all R-meter measurements
made in this study. The SCR-6l5B radar has a wave length of 10.7
centimeters, a conical beam three degrees between half-power points,
a pu~se length of 450 meters, and it normally operates on a PRF of
400 cps. For comparison, the radar used in pr~vious studies with the
R-meter, the AN/CPS-9, has a 3.2 centimeter wave length, a one degree
conical beam, a pUlse length of 150 meters and operates on a PRF of
931 cps.
The severe attenuation experien~by the three centimeter radar
in intense storms made its use in this study prohibitive. This is the
primary reason for using the non-attenuating ten centimeter radar.
Another advan~age is found in its ability to detect higher relative
velocities than the three centimeter radar because of its longer wave
length. This becomes clear when we replace V in equation (1) with one-
half the pulse repetition frequency (pulsed radars) and solve for the
maximum detectable relative velocities for the two wave lengths. For
the AN/CPS-9 radar, we have
74 }''''''-!sec
For the SCR-6lpB radar, we have,
To broaden the range of detectable relative velocities even further,
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the PRF was increased to 667 cps for most measurements. This increases
~~~~ to 17.8 m/sec which is more than twice that detectable by the
AN/CP8-9 radar.
An apparent disadvantage of the SCR-615B radar is its large
three degree beam which increases the sampled area to nine times that
of the one· degree beam. (See Figure 1). Since all the relative motions
within and along the beam are integrated and measured ~indiscriminately,
the larger beam allows much less resolution than is possible with the
smaller beam.
The depth of the SCR-6l5B's sampling volume is 300 meters which
is determined by taking one-half the pUlse length, 225 meters, and
adding to it the sampling gate length of 75 meters. This is twice the
depth of the AN/CPS-H's sampling volume.
,B. R-Meter:
The R-meter is an instrument which measures the rate at which
a fluctuating radar signal reaches or crosses any selected voltage
level. Rutkowski and Fleisher (1955) show that the rate of level crossings,
"'2.
is related to the variance, () I as follows,
(4) "
where,
~
~ := the variance of the gustiness
o;?- = the variance of the vertical wind shear
2-
Gf = the variance of the sedimentation
ro = the average signal intensity across a 1 ohm resistance
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A -. the selected voltage level
W = the rate of level crossings
?l = the wave length of the radar signal
The ratio f is difficult to obtain readily. However, it
is possible to read the rate of level crossings at the average value
of the signal without knowing explicitly what the value is. In this
case,
(5)
Substituting this for A in eq~ation (4) yields
(6)
Bat, since the quantity ftrr)?- e~ depends only on wave length, we
can write,
kWZ. where
\ For A = 10.7 cm., K = 3.47 2cm • Therefore, for the SCR-615B radar,
2 cr J- -= 3.47 W'l-
The electronic apparatus which measures the rate of level crossings,
VV) records these crossing9Jas they occur, on an Esterline Angus Recorder.
The recorder is set such that \/-::4~fA where £A represents: the Esterline
Angus chart reading.
As an example, for an EA of 30, \.; = 4 x 30 = 120 level crossings
per second. The sum of the variances is then,
'C 2. . 2
L 6 ;::3.47 (120) = 4 2 -25 x 10 em sec
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The square root of the sum of the variances gives' an estimate of the
root mean square (rms) gust velocity, In this case.
~ ~c!1. -::. ;224 c'rn/see-
Rogers (1957) has discussed the limitations of the R-meter,
He shows how, at low signal intensities, receiver noise introduces
sp~:rious level crossings to the R-meter readings, yielding higher
fluctuation rates than are really present in the sampled region.
Another limitation is imposed by the PRF of the radar which sets an
upper limit to the number of level crossings that can be measured by
the R-meter. At a PRF of 400 cps, this limit lies near 200 level.
crossings per second «(A= 50), while at a PRF of 667, it rises to
near 320 crossings per second (EI\.= 80), Clearly, the higher PRF
is to be preferred for taking R-meter measurements. ROgers (1957)
made a few mea~urements in shower.activity and obtained' a maximum
rms gust velocity of 1.5 m/sec which was near the limit that his in-
strumentation could measure. In this stUdy, the maximum detectable
rms gust velocity, using a PRF of 667 cp~ is 6 m/sec.
Although it is probable tha~the major contribution to the
R-meter readings in convective storms is turbulence, there is no way
of knowing for certain the size of the eddies involved. Rogers (1957)
deduced that an eddy equal in size to the sampled volume would be most
effective in producing detectable relative velocities. He adds, however,
that smaller eddies of sufficient density to utilize all the scatterers
within the volume would be equally effective. Therefore, with the
large three degree beam used in this stUdy, the R-meter may be measuring
internal call circulation, provided th latter has significant hori-
zontal componentse that Is, tilted updrafts and downdrafts.
C. Pulse lategrator:
The pulse integrator utilises the ame ampling gate as the
-qeter and measures the average value of the fluctuating signal froM
the sampled volume. The average is taken over a period of approxi-
mately one-bali second. This average signal is recorded on an Esterline
Angus Recorder whose readings can be convertad to signal intensity
values in decibels below a millieatt (dbu) after calibration. Simul~
taneous time marks can be placed automatically on both the R-meter
and pulse integrator records for subsequent reference during analysis,
D. Profile Plotter;
The profile plotter is a time and labor saving device that can
be attached to the radars Re-Scope. At the flip of a switch, the
plotter automatically weeps the sumpling gate through the echo of
interest and records the two-mile range markers simultaneously on
theboth EA recorders as markers are traversed on the R-ecope. After
each wun through an echo, a new run at a different elevation can be
started within a few seconds. The speed with which the gate traverses
an echo can be varied anywhere from one mile in three seconds to one
mile in fourteen -seconds.
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III. OBSERVING TECHNIQUES
The basic measurements made in this study are simUltaneous
R-meter and pulse integrators runs through the cores of convective
storms at different elevation angles. From these data, cross sec-
I
tional profiles are constructed showing the fluctuation rates and
the simultaneous signal intensities occurring at the different ele-
:vat ronsuthrough the storms.
For a few fast moving storms, the sampling gate was held fixed
and the storm allowed to move through the sampling volume. This tech-
nique proved too time consuming and yielded dubious results since local
time variations of turbulence were suspected to distort the desired
spatial variations through the storm.
With the profile plotter, sampling gate speeds of one mile in
ten to twelve seconds were used in most measurements. These speeds
are slow enough ~allow a sufficient number of pulses to intercept
each sampled volume. For example, a gate speed of one mile in ten se-
conds (528 ft/sec) traverse the SCR-615B sampling volume length of
985 feet in 1.86 seconds. If a PRF of 667 cps is used, 1240 pUlses
intercept each sampled volume as the gate passes through. This is
more than adequate for representative sampling. Also, these s~eeds
are fast enough to allow several profiles to be taken through a storm
during the same stage in its life history. With a little practice,
runs at three different elevation angles can be made through a storm
six miles in diameter in less than five minutes.
The relatively short ~time reqUired for a complete profile
makes it possible to obtain adequate data without seriously interfering
....11....
w~_th other required radar measurements. In particular, sequences of
intensi ty contours on PPI are reqUired at intervals no longer than
ten minutes, These PPI sequences are vital adjuncts to the R-meter
data, From them, it is possible to determine the stage in a storm's
lif~ cycle at the time of the R-meter run and also the direction of
motion of theLstorm with respect to the orientation of the cross see-
t Ion,
All measurements were made on storms within fifty miles to keep
the size' of the sampled volume below a reasonable maximum. Also~: very
few measurements were taken within fifteen miles due to interference
from ground clutter.
The R-meter profiles were constructed by drawing smooth curves
through the average values of the fluctuating EA traces. .....(Figure2).
These curves were then carefUlly copied onto graph paper above their
corresponding signal intensity traces.
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IV. DE SCR IPTION OF THE DATA
Data collection began on 24 June, 1964 and ended on 26 August,
1964. During this period, reliable measurements were made through
fourteen storms. During the earlier measurements, instrumentation
and observing techniques were still unpolished, so coverage is not
as complete as could be desired. The storm of 6 JUly (Figure 3c)
is the only one shown in which the sampling gate was heaa fixed during
measurement. This is also the only storm presented wherearlPRF of
400 cps was used during the measurements. All other data was taken
utilizing a~PRF of 667 cps. Measurements through the two storms of
1 JUly (Figures 3a and 3b) were taken by cranking the range gate
through the storm manually. The p~ofile plotter was used in the re-
mainder of the storms.
The resultant R-meter and pUlse integrator profiles through
these storms and their corresponding PPI intensity contour represen-
tat ions nearest to measurement times are shown in Figure 3-12. Each
PPI representation shows the line of observation through the storm
and the direction and speed of the storm. The R-meter readings are
given in EA units which can be converted to rms gust velocities,
by the formula,
743 X [/~ ==
This relationship assumes negligible contribution to the total variance
from wind shear and sedimentation.
The signal intensity values are given in dbm units (decibels
below a milliwatt) normalized to a range of one mile. The dbm values)
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~) may be converted to equivalent radar reflectivity values, ~ e ,*
by applying the equation,
- R- ,85
o 5 6 3 ZFor example, a rr value of 35 dbm yields a value of 10 mm/m for e.
The ~values can give a rough estimate of equivalent rainfall rates
by the empirical formula,
where R is in mm/hr. As an example} for Ze = 105 mm6/m3, I~ ~ 50 mm/hr,
Z 3 6 3 Ror for e = 10 mm /m, ~ 3 mmyh r ,
These relationships are valid assuming that the beam is filled
with liquid water drops and not ice particles. Liquid water is found
to be the dominant hydrometeor in most thunderstorms up to 20,000 feet.
Since the great majority of measurements in this study are at or below
this level, the relationships given are generally applicable to the data.
• The radar reflectivity factor, 2:, is defined as the sum of the sixth
powers of the diameters of all the precipitation particles in a unit
volume of the sampled region. If the particles are small compared with
the wave length of the radar (as is true in this stUdy), 7 is an accurate
measure of the radar echo reflectivity.
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v . D1SCU SSION OF THE DATA
A. General:
Overall, the pro f LLe s reveal no apparent systematic pattern.
Both R-meter and pUlse integrator profiles have a wide variety of
structure with peaks in the two traces seeming to occur randomly
with respectto one another. There is noted, however, a clear ten-
dHncy for the higher fluctuation rates to occur at the higher ele-
vations. The effect of receiver noise is readily seen in the apparent
increase in fluctuation rates near the edges of most storms. An
example of this is evident in Figure 6a.
A closer inspection of the data reveals a tendency for the
higher fluctuation rates to occur in the more intense storms. This
is noted particularly in the 1 July storm (Figure 3b) where the highest
signal intensities and fluctu~tion rates of the summer were recorded
prior to 26 August, This storm produced 1/4 - 3/4 inch hail at the
ground, strongly suggesting that the R-meter was indeed recording the
heavy turbulence suspected to be associated?lwith hailstorms. A scatter
diagram was constructed with a plot of the highest R-meter reading ver-
sus the highest signal intensity to occur in any part of each storm
(Figure l3a). All points but the two 26 August readings fall near the
line drawn in the diagram, supporting the premise that increasing in-
tensity means increasing turbulence in storms. The very high fluctua-
tion rates attained in the 26 August storms despite their moderate in-
tensity are very probably real. However, there is a slight possibility
that a flaw in the instrumentation or an error in the signal calibration
may have produced these results. Further measurements are needed to
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determine for certain whether this phenomenon does really occur and
under what conditions it occurs.
When plots were made of the highest corresponding values of
signal intensity and EA readings to occur at individual levels, no
similar correlation was found (Figure l3b). This does indicate, however,
tha~,intense precipitation at any level in a storm suggests the pre-
sence of strong turbulence, but not necessarily at that same level. A
review of the profiles shows that in all cases the highest fluctua-
tion rates occur either at the same elevation or at a higher elevation
than the highest signal intensities.
A scatter diagram was made with a plot of minimum R-meter readings
versus maximum signal intensities at the same elevations through the
storms (Figure 14a). Again, the scatter is random, but the diagram does
suggest that fluctuation rates tend to remain relatively high at the
higher elevations regardless of storm intensity.
The effects of the large three degree beam on the reSUlts were
tentatively tested by plotting all R-meter readings versus range at
one mile increments. The results (Figure 14b) reveal no pattern except,
perhap~Jfor the lowest readings to occur at lesser ranges'and a slight
tendency for the highest readings to occur at greater ranges. This may
be a result of the broadening of the beam at greater ranges but no firm
comment can be made in viewofCthe very great scatter noted.
B. Cell Circulation Deduced from R-Meter Data - A Case StUdy:
It is suspected that when conditions are right, the broad beam
of the SCR-615B radar may allow the R-meter to detect the basic cell
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circulation in a thunderstorm. If Ludlam's model (1963) is assumed
(Figure 15), the tilted drafts might yield sufficient horizontal com-
ponents of relative motion to be detected by the R-meter. These com-
ponents could best be seen if the storm were moving directly towards
or away from the radar beam. In addition, it is desirable that the
storm be fairly intense and single-celled in order that the circulation
be strong and clearly defined as in Ludlam's model.
These conditions were fortuitously met on 23 July, 1964. On
that morning, an east-west cold front, drifting slowly across southern
New England, touched off several thunderstorms to the south of the radar
site. The sU~face streamlines and the radar echo position at 1100 EST
are ,shown in Figure 16. The storm at 202 degrees and 35 miles (arrow)
is the subject of this case stUdy.
At 0953 EST, this storm was centered at 2100 and 28 miles and
was made up of three cells of moderate intensity (Figure 7a). The
storm drifted south-southeastward at about five miles per hour and by
1040 EST was centered at 2020 and 32 miles (Figure 17a). It had in-
creased- slightly in size and now had a two-cell structure. Just five
minutes later, at 1045 EST (Figure 17b), the storm had rapidly organized
Z 5.2itself into one large cell and reached its peak intensity, e = 10
6 3
~n 1m , the highest recorded in any cell that day. R-meter and pulse
integration runs :ati. elevations of one, three, five and seven degrees
were taken through this cell beginning at 1050 EST and ending at 1058
EST •. Tlle storm's structure after this run is shown in Figure 17c. The
intensi ty had decreased and the structure was no longer well, .defined.
The storm's position at this time shows a change in ddr'eo'tLontt.o tt he
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south-southwest and .an increase in speed to ten miles per hour directly
along and aJlayfrom the line of observation. The relati vely slow speed
of the storm facilitated measurement using the profile plotter and
minimized range corrections in the sUbsequent analysis needed to allow
for storm motion between each elevation run.
Thus, all the desired conditions were met to test the foregoing
hypothesis. The R-meter and pulse integrator profiles .through the
storm are shown in Figure 18. The pulse integrator traces clearly in-
dicate the basic single-celled structure with the absence of minor peaks
suggesting the steady state condition pro po sed ?y Ludlam (1963). That
·the pUlse integrator is capable of detecting minor peaks in signal in-
tensity is clearly illustrated in Figure 6a, These are profiles through
this same storm taken one hour ea~lier while it was made up of several
cells.
A cross section of the storm's structure was fashioned by plotting
signal intensities in 5 db intervals at their appropriate positions along
the center line of the beam at each elevation angle. Lines.of equal in-
tsnsity were then drawn to obtain the pattern shown in Figure 19a. The
upright rectah51e in the figure are side views of the radar sampling
volumes centered at the points along each beam where the peaks in the
R-meter traces occurred. Both the signal intensity values and positions
of the R-meter peaks were range corrected to account for storm motion.
At thi~ point, the assumption that the R-meter can detect rela-
tive motions caused by the wind shear induced by tilted up and down
drafts is applied. With this in mind, the cell circulation depicted
in Figure 19b was constructed.
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The lines of maximum shear, that is, where the vertical velo-
cities drop to zero above and below the updraft's central maximum, were
drawn through the centers of the sampling volumes in the figure. These
are the points where it would seem that maximum relative motions would
occur through the vertical extent of the beam at each elevation. It
willbe noted that the updraft core intersects either the top or bottom
third of these four r.aampLfng volumes. The updraft J as constrcuted J
is tilted at an angle of 500 with the horizontal. Above the main updraft,
winds are relatively light and directed towards the front of the storm
as in LUdlam's mo da L, Below the updraft, general downward motion is oc-
curring with a component towards the front of the storm induced by air
rushing in from the rear of the storm at its middle and lower levels.
These factors all tend to maximize relative horizontal motions at the
points chosen. The minor peak at 32.6 miles and three degrees elevation
is interpreted as being the region where the main updraft first over-
turns at its base and becomes ar. part of the downdrafts in the lower por-
tions of the storm. The breakdown of the main updraft in the rear half
of the storm marks the beginning of the dissipation stage as suggested
in the PPI representations. The axis of maximum overturning (das~dot
line) is tilted up to the rear of the storm to account for the gradual
decrease in, yet relatively high readings along the three-degree eleva-
tion line. The absence of any other significant R-meter peaks is sup-
ported in this model by the corresponding absence of any other vigorous
drafts to induce strong shear across any of the elevations at which
measurements were made.
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Another significant feature supporting the model is the position
of the storm's core immediately beneath the region where the main up-
draft first begins to diverge towards the rear and upper parts of the
storm. It is suggested that the sudden decrease in vertical velocities
due to this spreading out of the updraft causes release of the larger
liquid water drops being supported in the draft. Also, the core lies
beneath the region where the divergirg updrafts have maximum vertical
components to support maximum condensation.
A final note of support is found in the indentation of the
sig~al intensity contours in the lower levels at the front edge of
the storm which fits nicely with the depicted circulation patt.ern.•.
A very rough comparison can be made between the measured rms
gust velocities and estimated draft velocities in this model. The
maximum rIDS gust velocity measured was 4.8 meters per second. Braham
(1952) has indicated that updraft velocities on the order of 30 feet
per second are reasonable for fairly vigorous storms. Assuming this
is the vertical component of the tilted updraft velocities, the hori-
zontal components, for a draft tilted at 500 to the horizontal , would
be 25 feet per second or 8 meters per second. Rogers (1957) derived
the following expression for the variance of the vertical wind shear
assuming linear shear across the beam,
where is defined as half the wind shear.
The square root of the variance yields an estimate of the rms
velocity, or
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Now, consider the sampling region in Figure 19b that depicts a peak
at 33.5 miles and 30 elevation. Assume that the horizontal component
of the updraft velocity decreases from 8 m/sec at the top of the beam
(center of the updraft) to zero at the center of the beam (base of the
updraft). The horizontal components of motion below the updraft are
relatively light and may be assumed to increase slowly to a maximum of
2 m/sec in the opposite direction at the bottom of the beam. A rough
estimate of the wind shear across the height of the beam would there-
fore be near 10 m/sec. Since-Uo is one-half the wind shear or 5 m/sec,
the estimated rms velocity is therefore one half this value or 2.5 m/sec.
This is roughly half the value obtained by R-meter measurement (4.8 m/sec).
Despite the assumptions and rough estimates made and the fact
that the measured and estimated rms velocities are of the same order
of magnitude, it is likely that the result obtained is at least in
the reight direction. .That is, the vertical wind shear induced by
tilted drafts contributes only a portion of the total variance~. The
additional and probably primary source of relative motions is suspected
to be found in the turbulent eddies at the interfaces of the updrafts
and downdrafts. This is said in view of the high R-meter readings ob-
tained even when a storm was not moving along the beam. (See. Figures
llc and l2c)
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
The highest ~s gust velocity which can be measured by a 10.7
em wave length radar on a PRF of 667 cps is about 6 meters/sec. This
is believed to be near the maximum value to occur in most convective
activity since all but a few measurements taken in this study remained
well below it. This upper limit was approached or reached only in
storms which had very high reflectivities and were believed to contain
large hail.
Fluctuation rates systematically increase with storm intensity
with highest rates occurring almost invariably at the higher measured
elevations regardless of storm intensity.
It is suspected that the broad beam of the SCR-6l5B radar permits
the measurement of the basic circulation of -:asingle-celled storm if it
contains up and down drafts that are tilted along the radar beam. The
23 July case stUdy lent strong supportto this hypothesis as the deduced
cell circulation bore a remarkable resemblance to that in Ludlam's model.
The fact that equally high fluctuation rates were recorded even
when the motion of the storm was not along the beam strongly suggests
"-that turbulent eddies along the interfaces of the updrafts and downdrafts
are the primary source of high fluctuation rates with the effects of
tilted drafts playing a secondary role.
Paucity of data precludes making firm conclusions about any of
the results. M~ny more measurements are needed to either affirm or
discount any trends or proposals noted in this rep:>rt.
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VII', SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
The effects of the broad beam used in this study can best be
evaluated by comparison with similar measurements made with a ten
centimeter radar utilizing a one degree beam. Systematically" lower
readings with the smaller beam would suggest eddies more comparable
/
in size to the larger beam and vice versa,
The impossibility of making measurements through a storm from
orthogonal directions is frustrating. The best that can be done at
present is comparison of many measurements through many storms with
respect to the direction of storm motion. Such comparisons might yield
clues as to the orientation, extent and intensity of turbulent eddies
within a storm with re~pect to the storm's motion, intensity, size or
any other characteristic,
If a narrower beam were used, cranking the range gate through
a storm azimuthally might revealfue lateral extent of eddies detected
radially at a particular a~imuth.
R-meter studies of relatively weak convective activity will have
to be made with a shorter wave length radar or a more sensitive one
since receiver noise interferes with readings made through weak showers
with the SCR-615B radar,
Further investigation into the validity of deducd ng cell circu-
lation from R-meter data should be made by taking measurements of the
type described whenever possible and seeing if similar patterns of peaks
in the fluctuation rates are consistently obtained.,
The ideal set-up for evaluating R-meter data is virtually unat-
tainable. The set-up would include simultaneous readings through the
-23-
same storm with both one and three degree beams and from aximuths
along and perpendicular to the storm's motion. In addition, simul-
taneous PPI and RHI pictures would be taken using o~e degree beams •
•'_.- l ",
Even if this elaborate arrangement were possible, it is doubtful that
the resultant R-meter data would yield enough reliable irtformation to
determine the complete turbulence structure of a convective storm.
There are too many uncertainties involved which are inherent in the
R-meter instrumentation. In particular, the integration of all re-
lative velocities in the beam, regardless of their position or origin,
make evaluationL0f the data particularly uncertain.
On the other hand, numerous carefully made and carefully evaluated
measurements of the type suggested are still qUite' capable of revealing
much useful information on the general turbulence structure and inten-
sity in convective storms when considered in the light of the instrUment's
capabilities as well as its limitations.
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Figure 1. Range-Height Diagram showing difference in beam widths
between SCR-6l5B and AN/CPS-9 radars.
Figure 2. Sample R-meter trace with smooth curve drawn through
average values.
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Figure 16. Surface Streamlines for 23 July,
1100 EST with position of radar echo for case
study indicated by arrow.
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Figure 19a. Cell Structure of 23 July storm (1050 EST) built by joining
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Figure 19b. Cell circulation of 23 July storm (1050 EST)
deduced from positions of R-meter peaks (upright rectangles)
See Discussion of the Data, Part B. for complete explana-
tion of model.
